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About This Game

Gish isn't your average hero. In fact, he's not your average anything...you see, Gish is a ball of tar. A Sunday stroll with his lady
friend, Brea, goes awry when a shadowy figure emerges from an open manhole and pulls Brea below ground. Following Brea's

calls for help, Gish suddenly finds himself in the subterranean sewers of Dross, a long forgotten city filled with twisting
corridors, evil traps, and some of the most demented creatures imaginable.

With his gelatinous structure as his only means of defense, Gish must follow the echoing cries of his damsel in distress deep
within the earth below. What freakish creatures dwell in this subterranean land? Who is Brea's captor? And just how far down

does the rabbit hole go?

Life isn't easy when you're a 12 pound ball of tar...

Dynamic physics and lighting
Destructible environments
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34+ story levels
20+ collection levels
80+ player-made levels available for download
Six unique VS. modes
Unlockable game modes
Over 15 animated enemies
Six deranged bosses
Five "super secret" levels
Level editor
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Title: Gish
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Cryptic Sea
Publisher:
Chronic Logic
Release Date: 4 May, 2004
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Awesome platformer, except that all the achievements are broken.. worth it just for the amazing soundtrack.. gishy gishy goo.
check out my review here: http:\/\/youtu.be\/a8TJuLYMPag. good game :D reminds me of the good old days... ^^. Awesome
platformer, except that all the achievements are broken.
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Pretty cool and fun to have no limits to create any thing. i enjoyed this game very much. it is a
simple game and it runs well on older computers.. An interesting platformer with a fun game mechanic.

Basically you can be sticky to grab walls, slippery to slide through cracks or run, and heavy to move blocks and break things.
The use of these different states is how you traverse the game and are used in some very creative ways.

The style is squishy and gross, but that really works for it.

It's a quick play, but so worth picking up.. EDIT; 4\/17\/2017: so it appears that this game was updated for worse in the past
year or so. Now it seems that the game's physics have changed causing instadeath by maneuvers that once wouldn't harm you at
all and, as a bonus, the game no longer seems to support ANY controllers natively (and believe me, I have quite a few). But hey,
now achievements work; that's what we all wanted, right?! Whatever happened, steam now seems to be the worst place to
purchase a fun but humanly flawed game called Gish. Review has been changed to negative.

Original: This is an interesting and mostly fun physics platformer, though not without its flaws. You are Gish, a liquidy ball of
tar, and you must use your shifting weight to overcome a variety of puzzles. The game isn't the most polished, and the controls
can be very frustrating at times, but all in all this is a decent early indie game that takes clear influences from classic Mario
games while adding in something new.. Simple and awesome! :). Cute animations. Reminds me of the very awesome and surreal
World of Goo. And Gish seems to do a good job of teaching you how to get around.

However, Gish plays poorly with a keyboard. It appears to have controller settings, though. Please comment back to me if
you've played this with a controller.

Try the demo first. I personally lost interest after about 10 minutes. After playing Trine and Braid, it's difficult going back to
older indie platformers.. Charming game, but the controls could really use some improvement. Gish is difficult to control. But
for an indie game it's a 'must play' type of game. You owe it to yourself. Go.

[Rating: 77\/100]. One of Edmund McMillen's best works, IMO.
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